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Question Tag

It is a nice song, isn't it?
They are not crying, are they?
Do you have any plans for tonight?
Points to Remember

- A positive statement takes a negative question tag.
- A negative statement takes a positive question tag.

Example:

She is a good friend, isn't she?

Very Important

- Before adding question tag, change the full stop into comma.
- Tag begins with a small letter.
- Don't forget to add question mark.

A sentence begins with:

Takes the tag

I am ....... aren't I?
I am not ....... am I?

Examples from previous question papers

1. Anjia is very lazy. ------
   2. Vipin likes coffee. ------
   3. They help us. ------
   4. One can't blame others. ------
   5. He went to play. ------
   6. He never goes out. ------
   7. She will surely come. ------
   8. None of us gave the answer. ------
   9. Read aloud. ------
   10. Barking dogs seldom bite. ------
   11. Let us not take this way. ------
   12. I am wrong. ------
   13. He writes neatly. ------
   14. They can see me. ------
   15. She wasn't late. ------
   16. Drive carefully. ------
   17. There is little hope. ------
   18. They never drink wine. ------

Supply the right verb

Choose the right verb from the pairs

1. Vegetables can be eaten cooked or -----(raw/row)
2. Our servant wants a -----(in his wages (rise)/raise)
3. Don't -----(money/waste)
4. The old man is very -----(tired/weak)
5. Ashok's chakra is our national -----(symbol/emblem)
6. Don't -----(the glasses (break)/break)
7. The bus -----(was raised recently (fair)/fair)
8. Day and night comes, -----(alternatively/alternately)
9. She -----(down to rest (lay)/lie)
10. India stands for -----(piece/peace)

ANSWERS

1. make, 2. receive, 3. comes, 4. changes, 5. is, 6. is, 7. are, 8. controls, 9. have, 10. has, 11. are, 12. walks, 13. is, 14. is, 15. make, 16. go, 17. is, 18. is, 19. are, 20. am

The right word

(1) row (2) raise (3) waste (4) weak (5) emblem (6) break (7) fair (8) alternately (9) lay (10) (11) diary (12) blow (13) alter (14) physique (15) meter (16) life (17) reign (18) dairy (19) expand (20) route